EXERCISE 1.5 (US)
1. A limitation of my study is its approach to interview data, which __________ that
the interviewees were truthful while giving their responses.
A) identifies
B) derives
C) assumes

2. My findings are __________ with recent research which suggests that regular
physical exercise reduces the risk of heart disease.
A) familiar
B) suitable
C) consistent

3. In the early years of the __________ of death debate, the claim was made that
an individual was dead when the central nervous system no longer functioned.
A) individuality
B) structure
C) definition

4. This study __________ that the impact of extending benefits on unemployment
through wages and job creation can account for only one-fourth of the
increase in the unemployment rate.
A) complains
B) defines
C) estimates

5. This __________ predicts that young females with high gaming experience are
the most likely to be a cyberbullying victim in the online gaming environment.
A) role
B) formula
C) injury
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6. How brain activity changes over time in __________ with autism spectrum
disorder (ASD) remains unknown.
A) procedures
B) individuals
C) variables

7. Euthanasia or physician-assisted suicide (EAS) of psychiatric patients is
__________ in some countries but remains controversial.
A) legal
B) creative
C) spontaneous

8. A growing body of research documents the importance of studying households
in the top one __________ of US income distribution because they control
enormous resources.
A) percent
B) labour
C) economy

9. The data collection __________ involved interviewing doctors and nurses who
work with patients with cancer.
A) process
B) legislation
C) variable

10.The rising proportion of elderly in India exhibits concern for the well-being of this
__________ of the population.
A) individual
B) section
C) environment

Answers: 1. C, 2. C, 3. C, 4. C, 5. B, 6. B, 7. A, 8. A, 9. A, 10. B
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